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Field Operations 

NOTICE: This electronic transmission is confidential and intended only 
for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. If you have received this 
transmission in error, please notify the sender by return e-mail and 
destroy this message in its entirety (including all attachments). 

	 Original Message 	 
From: Newell, William D. 
To: Chait, Mark R. 
Cc: McMahon, William G. 
Sent: Fri Oct 29 07:29:16 2010 
Subject: Re: Fast and Fun. 

No, they pushed it to December 7. I was supposed to meet with the USA 
this coming week to discuss the delay but he canceled due to an 
"unexpected" DC trip. I'm going to call him today. 

*** 

NOTICE: This electronic transmission is confidential and intended only 
for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. If you have received this 
transmission in error, please notify the sender by return e-mail and 
destroy this message in its entirety (including all attachments). 

	 Original Message 	 
From: Chait, Mark R. 
To: Newell, William D. 
Cc: McMahon, William G. 
Sent: Fri Oct 29 07:27:17 2010 
Subject: Fast and Fun. 

Any news on a quicker indictment? 
Mark R. Chait 
Assistant Director 
Field Operations 

*** 

NOTICE: This electronic transmission is confidential and intended only 
for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. If you have received this 
transmission in error, please notify the sender by return e-mail and 
destroy this message in its entirety (including all attachments). 
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From: Newell, William D. 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2010 6:45 PM 
To: McMahon, William G. 
Subject: Fast and Furious Briefing Paper 
Attachments: Fast and Furious Briefing Paper.docx 

FYI. 

Forgot to mention in the GRIT proposal the need for a detailed TOO. Our TOO is currently burning himself 
out. As you may have heard during the summer's home invasion initiative he is a top notch TOO but he is 
killing himself with all the cases we have going on, including this one, the Yuma grenade case, several 
OCDETF cases, VCIT cases, and on and on. If you could include a request for a detailed TOO in your 
conversation with Mark and Billy about our GRIT proposal I'd appreciate it. Thank you Senor, have a good 
weekend. 
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BRIEFING PAPER 

Phoenix Field Division 
Phoenix Group VII iGunrunner/Strike Force 

78511540-0004 
January 8, 2010 

Backuround 

This investigation has currently identified more than 20 individual connected stra ,,v 

nurehasers. More suspects are being identified as the scope of the investigation expands. 

To date 

(September 2009 — present) this group has purchased in excess iirearm ,; (mainly 

AK-47 variants) for which they have paid cash totaling more than S3504000A(.). 

To date there have been five (5) notable seizure events connected with this group, and 

approximately 53 firearms originally purchased by this group have been recovered. 

Three of these seizures have been in the Country of Mexico. one recovery ri Douglas, 

AZ. and one recovery in Nogales, AZ. The U.S. recoveries were both believed to be 
destined for Mexico. it should be noted however that there has been one seizure in the 

Phoenix area related to the ongoing DEA narcotics trafficking investigation_ 

The seizures referenced above were not from any member of the targeted group of straw 

purchasers identified in this investigation. Rather. they were from Hispanic individuals 

(both male and female) whose association with our target group is currently unknown. 
This is consistent with what ATP agents have observed thus far during surveillance: 

straw-purchase suspects delivering recently purchased firearms to Hispanic males. Two 
such transactions were observed to take place at auto shops/auto auctions. 

At one of the Mexico seizures there were 45 Firearms recovered in addition to 500 

kilograms of cocaine, 85 pounds of methamphetamine, and over $2,(00.000.(X) in U.S. 

currency. Of the 45 firearms recovered. 14 of those firearms (all AK-47 variants) were 

originally purchased by this tarut group. Our investigation has not produced any 

indication of drug trafficking or financial resources consistent with the seizures listed 

above. 
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6. 

This is being coordinated out 

the Phoenix OCDEFE Strike Force. of which Phoenix Group VII is a full-time member. 

On January 5, 2010„ASAC Gillett, GS IATF land case agent SA 	ATF :met with 

ALISA Emory Hurley. who is the lead federal prosecutor on this matter. Investigative 

and prosecution strategies were discussed and a determination was made that there was 

minimal evidence at this time to support any type of prosecution; therefore, additional 
firearms purchases should be monitored and additional evidence continued to be 

gathered. This investigation ‘Nra ,,, briefed to United States Attorney Dennis Burke. who 
concurs with the assessment of his line prosecutors and fully supports the continuation of 

this investigation. Furthermore. Phoenix Special Agent in Charge Newell has repeatedly 

met with USA Burke regarding the on-going status of this investigation arid both are in 

full agreement with the current investigatke strategy. 

10. A joint strategy/deconfliction meeting is planned for Friday. January 15, 2010, with 

representatives from ICE. DEA. and ATE. This investigation, as well as other ongoing 

investil..tations, will be briefed to all present. It should be noted that &confliction in the 

OCDETF Strike Force is not the issue. rather there are several Arizona rE offices 

involved in this investigation due to the location of the firearms seizures and coordination 

between the various ICE offices has been problematic. Even though ICE has a group at 
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the OCDETF Strike Force the other ICE offices in Arizona are under different ASACs 

and that has created a coordination issue amongst all parties involved. Phoenix SAC 

Newell has previously requested that ICE coordinate all their investigative activity out of 

the OCDETF Strike Force., of which ICE is a member, in order to eliminate the 

requirement of the AT]  Strike Force to try to coordinate with . ,,cveral different ICE 

offices. This will be discussed at the January 15 meeting. 

Investizative Tediniques a/o Efforts Used to Date 

11. To date in this investigation we have utilized numerous proactive, advanced investigative 

techrir•Aies: 

Investitative Stratetv 

12. This investigation is currently being conducted in conjunction with the Phoenix DEA 

OCDETF strike force. ATE Phoenix VII is the lead investigating enforcement group in 

the Firearms trafficking portion of this investigation. A formal OCDETF proposal is 

completed and will he presented on January 26. 2009. in furtherance of this investiat 

It is unknown at this time what direct connection exists between these straw-purchasers 

and the drug trafficking organizations (DT0s,) of Mexico. 
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13. Currently our strategy is to allow the transfer of firearms to continue to take place, albeit 
at a much slower pace, in order to further the investigation and allow for the 
identification of additional co-conspirators who would continue to operate and illegally 
traffic firearms to Mexican DTOs which are perpetrating armed violence along the 
Southwest Border. This all in compliance with ATF 3310.4(b) 148(a)(2). It should be 
noted that since early December efforts to "slow down" the pace of these firearms 
purchases have succeeded and will continue but not to the detriment of the larger goal of 
the investigation. It should also be noted that the pace of firearms procurement by this 
straw purchasing group from late September to early December, 2009 defied the 
"normal" pace of procurement by other firearms trafficking groups investigated by this 
and other field divisions. This "blitz" was extremely out of the ordinary and created a 
situation where measures had to be enacted in order to slow this pace down in order to 
perfect a criminal case. 

14. The ultimate goal is to .1111.111111111.11111111.11111111identify and prosecute all 
co-conspirators of the DTO to include the 20 identified straw purchasers, the facilitators 
of the distribution cell centered here in Phoenix, the transportation cells taking firearms 
South, and ultimately to develop and provide prosecutable information to our Mexican 
law enforcement counterparts for actions. It should be noted that DEA has specifically 
requested, at the ASAC and SAC level, that ATF continue this investigative strategy in 
order to not adversely impact their on-going narcotics trafficking investigation, which to 
date has identified direct ties between their 11111111111111111111.targets and the 
Sinaloan DTO. 
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GRIT PROPOSAL 

Phoenix Field Division 
Deployment of Gunrunner Impact Teams 

April 27, 2010 

The following proposal was initially drafted on January 8, 2010. This is a modified plan 
scheduled to take place between the approximate dates of May 1, 2010 to August 8, 2010 
(100 Days). 

In Fiscal Year (FY) 2009, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and 
Explosives (ATF) implemented a new initiative, the Gunrunner Impact Team (GRIT). 
The initial deployment of GRIT was to multiple locations within ATF's Houston Field 
Division. The purpose and scope of the initial deployment was to focus ATF's regulatory 
and criminal enforcement resources to comprehensively focus on firearms trafficking 
issues directly impacting the southwest border. The initial GRIT met significant success 
in the Houston Field Division but a post-GRIT assessment identified several "lessons 
learned" that would aid in the development of any future GRITs. The Phoenix GRIT 
proposal incorporates almost all of these Houston GRIT "lessons learned." 

The Phoenix Field Division (PFD) shares a significant portion of the southern 
U.S. border with Mexico. Consequently, a significant focus of existing PFD resources is 
the proliferation of firearms trafficking which is directly related to the violence being 
perpetrated by Mexican drug trafficking organizations (DT0s) along the border. 
Although the PFD has identified criminal similarities shared by the Houston Field 
Division, the PFD's crime problems are not identical to the Houston Field Division. 
Therefore, the PFD has modified this GRIT proposal from the GRIT structure previously 
implemented in Houston. The PFD forwards this proposal for ATF's second GRIT to be 
deployed within the Phoenix Field Division in FY 2010. 

This plan is not intended to serve as an enforcement operational plan for any 
specific aspect of this initiative nor is it intended to serve as guide to conducting specific 
investigations. This plan does however comply with the Bureau's Strategic Plan for 
Fiscal Year 2010 in that it will focus ATF resources on the key Illegal Firearms 
Trafficking Strategic Priority. As outlined in Goal 1 of this priority, Interdict and Prevent 
Illegal Firearms Trafficking, this GRIT proposal outlines a plan to: 

Deploy integrated firearms enforcement teams, 
Expand risk-based approach to inspections, 
Increase ATF's Firearms Trafficking and Technical Training, 
Expand Awareness and Outreach 
Improve Inventory Control of Firearms Licensees 
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This plan also supports ATF's and the Department of Justice' s Southwest Border 
Violent Reduction Strategy and spc.cifically Project Gunrunner by focusing on the four 
main objectives of Project Gunrunner: 

Investigate individuals responsible for illicit firearms trafficking 
along the Southwest harder. 
Coordinate with U.S. and Mexican law enforcement along the 
border in firearms cases and violent crime. 
Train U.S. and Mexican law enforcement officials to identify 
firearms traffickers and provide outreach education to FrIs. 
Trace all firearms to identify firearms traffickers. trends. 
patterns and networks. 

Phoenix GRIT Strategy 

The Phoenix Field Division GRIT strategy will focus on the following 	components: 

Industry Operations Initiative 
Firearms Trafficking Investigative Initiative 
Home Invasion Initiative (Tucson) 

The above components. while unique and individual in their own right, will he 
strategically addressed in a staggered, but coordinated effort. 

Industry Operations Initiative 

Once the FIThs have been identified and prioritized, the initially deployed team will pull 
Area Office files. initiate FLS queries and assignments in N-SPECT, request VCAP. 
NICS transaction reports. state corporation queries and, if applicable. NFRTR queries. 
.1-hey will provide continued direction and support to the 10Is deployed in the next phase 
O f this initiative. 
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Beginning Monday, May 17, 2010, twenty-five (25) IOIs will arrive and begin 
conducting FFL inspections, working closely with Phoenix Field Intelligence Group 
(FIG) personnel in order to ensure that any referral information is being quickly and 
thoroughly analyzed. The detailed IOIs will conduct inspections of the identified FFLs 
for a period of ninety (90) days. Fifteen (15) IOIs will be located in Phoenix and ten (10) 
located in Tucson. These two locations were selected based upon anticipated workload. 

Once the IOIs complete the assigned FFL inspections, the detailed Area Supervisors, 
10As and the 101/S00 will remain an additional thirty (30) days to finish the review and 
closing actions for the completed inspections, conduct a comprehensive review of the 
inspection results as well as an evaluation of this phase of the PFD GRIT. This will 
require a 120 day detail for the Area Supervisors, IOAs and the I01/S00. 

Also, during this initiative Phoenix Field Division 10Is will do a two week outreach 
project. They will visit FFLS within the division and provide them with information on 
Project Gunrunner, Don't Lie for the Other Guy Program and provide local contact 
information to use if they encounter any suspicious purchasers. 

The overall goals for this initiative will be to complete as many inspections as possible of 
the identified high risk FFLS, develop leads for the firearms trafficking initiative, 
Educate FFLS regarding straw purchasing indicators, how to identify potential traffickers 
and how to improve internal controls and provide FFLs with a point of contact in the 
event the FFL has questions or wants to report suspicious activity. 

Firearms Trafficking Investigative Initiative 

The PFD GRIT Firearms Trafficking Initiative will primarily focus efforts on the two 
largest metropolitan areas within Arizona, Phoenix and Tucson. These two metropolitan 
areas arc the primary source of firearms purchased in Arizona and recovered in climes in 
Mexico. Additional resources for this initiative will be deployed to New Mexico and 
other areas of Arizona as needed and based on information and intelligence gathered 
during the initial phases of the Phoenix GRIT as well as active firearms trafficking 
investigations. 

All firearms trace data and intelligence obtained by the GRIT will be fully coordinated 
with OSII personnel assigned to the Project Gunrunner initiative, the El Paso Intelligence 
Center (EPIC), and the Violent Crime Analysis Branch (VCAB). In addition the use of 
DEA intelligence assets, particularly through the OCDETF Strike Force in Phoenix and 
Tucson satellite, will be extensively exploited to ensure our investigative efforts are in 
sync and complimentary to any on-going Mexican DTO related investigation. 
Furthermore, intelligence resources in Arizona such as the HIDTA Intelligence Screening 
Center in Tucson and the State Fusion Center (ACTIC) will be utilized to coordinate and 
de-conflict any GRIT investigative activity within the State of Arizona. 

Phoenix metropolitan area — Beginning May 3, 2010, twelve (12) special agents will be 
detailed in to the Phoenix enforcement groups for 100 days. In addition to the detailed 
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special agents, two (2) Intelligence Research Specialists (IRS), and one (1) Tactical 
Operations Officer (TOO) will be detailed to the Phoenix enforcement groups for 100 
days. The assignment of personnel will be as follows: Ten (10) special agents to 
Phoenix VII, two (2) special agents to Phoenix I, a TOO and IRS to Phoenix VII, one (1) 
IRS to Phoenix IV, one (1) Senior Operations Officer and one (1) Tactical Surveillance 
Specialist to the division office. 

Phoenix Group I's FY2010 primary firearms trafficking strategic focus is on 
disrupting the illegal source(s) of firearms destined to violent gangs and drug trafficking 
organizations operating in and through the Phoenix metropolitan area. Many of these 
violent gangs and drug trafficking organizations have a direct nexus to Mexico therefore 
this group will handle those investigations dealing with trafficking directly impacting the 
Phoenix metropolitan area. It should be noted that Phoenix Group I was the designated 
"Gunrunner" group before the creation of Group VII, which was funded specifically as a 
"Gunrunner" office. It should also be noted that Group I was the office that managed the 
"Operation Gideon" home invasion initiative during the summer of 2009 which further 
proved the link between the violence in Mexico and the firearms related violence in 
Arizona. 

Phoenix Group VII was created under "Gunrunner" to specifically address 
firearms trafficking from the Phoenix metropolitan area to Mexico. Additionally, 
Phoenix VII is located at the Phoenix OCDETF Strike Force, thus fully incorporating the 
efforts of this ATF group into the larger mission of the Strike Force, which is to focus 
investigations on the command and control elements of the Sinaloa Cartel and Arizona-
based distribution cells associated with the Cartel. The Phoenix OCDETF Strike Force is 
a multi-agency unit, with participation from both Federal, and state and local agencies 
including: DEA, ATF, IRS, ICE, USMS, Phoenix PD, and the Maricopa County SO. 

Beginning May 10, 2010, two (2) Group Supervisors (GS) twenty-one (21) 
Special Agents and three (3) Investigative Assistants (IA), will report to the Phoenix 
Field Division. The assignment of personnel will be as follows; one (1) GS will report to 
Phoenix IV, one (1) GS will report to Tucson I, three (3) Special Agents will report to 
Phoenix I, four (4) Special Agents will report to Phoenix II, four (4) Special Agents will 
report to Phoenix IV, five (5) Special Agents will report to Tucson I and five (5) Special 
Agents will report to Tucson H. One IA will report to Phoenix II, one (1) IA will report 
to Phoenix IV and one IA will report to Tucson I. 

Tucson metropolitan area — As stated above, beginning on May 10, 2010, one (1) GS 
and ten (10) special agents will be detailed to the Tucson Field Offices for 100 days. In 
addition to the detailed special agents, one (1) IRS and one (1) IA will report to Tucson 
11. For 100 days. 

Tucson Group I's FY2010 primary firearms trafficking strategic focus is on the 
trafficking of firearms from the Tucson metropolitan area to Mexico. This involves 
proactive investigations and operational activity of the sources of crime guns recovered in 
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Mexico and the Tucson AOR. specifically but not limited to Gun Shows, FFLs, and 
Straw PU rc h a 5 crs of large quantities of "weapons of choice - . 

Tucson Group IF s FY2010 primary strategic focus is on disrupting the illegal 
source) s) of firearms destined to violent gangs and drug trafficking organizations 
operating in and through the Tucson metropolitan area with a focus on the designated 
VCIT area. which currently encompasses the highest crime rate area in the City of 
Tucson. Many of these violent gangs and drug trafficking organizations have a direct 
nexus to N.1exico therefore. this group will handle those investigations dealing with the 
infiltration of established firearm and narcotic trafficking organizations operating within 
the Tucson metropolitan area 

'The KM inspections conducted in the first phase of the ETD GRIT will identify' additional 
fireanns trafficking leads which will be exploited by PFD FIG personnel and 
subsequently assigned to special agents for investigative follow-up. The Phoenix FIG 
will develop additional leads front data gleaned from eTrace of firearms recovered in 
Mexico with a short time-to-crime, daily multiple sales and eTrace 2.0, on-going 
investigations, and information provided by U.S. and Mexican peers such as the FUR 
representative in Phoenix. 

Finally. GRIT personnel will also be assigned to assist with a backlog of National 
Instant Check System (NICS) standard denials. 'There are approximately seventy (70) 
NICS referrals within N-Force that have not been assigned for investigative follow-up 
due to the many initiatives currently ongoing in the FED including Gunrunner. Home 
Invasion, OCDETF Strike Force. and several large-scale firearms trafficking and 
explosives investigations. Intelligence Research Specialists will also re-initiate the 
current pilot project which is identifying foreign horn purchasers that are the subject of a 
NICS denial. These leads will be forwarded to special agents for rapid follow-up. 

Personnel Implementation Schedule 

The PM management team has developed a complete lead tracking. assignment and 
distribution process, based upon the recommendations from the Houston after action 
report. and will be implemented in support of the PEP GRIT. Investigative leads will be 
effectively tracked within the N-FOCIS system and an IA will be designated as the GRIT 
lead coordinator to insure that all in‘esaigative leads are pursued and completed in a 
timely manner. 

United States Attorney Collaboration 

Phoenix Field Division Special Agent in Charge William Newell has discussed the GRIT 
proposal with the United States .Attorney for the District or Arizona. Dennis Burke. US 
Attorney Burke has pledged his full support to :ATI:. and SAC Newell on this initiative. 
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Moreover, from a PFD perspective, the GRIT initiative will further enhance the recently 
strengthened relationship between ATF and the U.S. Attorney's Office in Arizona. The 
Arizona Attorney General's Office has also pledged their support of this initiative in 
regards to those cases that may not meet Federal guidelines for prosecution. The Arizona 
AG's Office and AG Terry Goddard in particular have been a staunch support of the 
Phoenix Field Division's Gunrunner efforts over the past several years. It should also be 
noted that SAC Newell has discussed this GRIT deployment in Tucson with Tucson 
Police Chief Roberto Villasetior and he too pledges his full support as he is keenly aware 
of the impact home invasions are having on his city. 

Personnel Needs in Support of the PFD GRIT* 

Industry Operations Initiative 

2 - Area Supervisors (Initially deployed to Phoenix) 
1 - I01/S00 (Phoenix Division Office for duration of Phoenix GRIT) 
25 - 10Is (Locations to be determined) 
2 - 10As (Phoenix VI, Tucson III) 
2— Intelligence Research Specialists (Phoenix FIG for duration of Phoenix GRIT) 
1 — I/A (Phoenix FIG for duration of Phoenix GRIT) 

Firearms Trafficking Investigative Initiative 

Phoenix metro area 
1 — Group Supervisor 
23 — Special Agents 
2 — Investigative Analysts 
2 — Intelligence Research Specialist 

— Tactical Operations Officer 
1- Tactical Surveillance Specialist 
1- Senior Operations Officer 

Tucson metro area 
1 — Group Supervisor 
10— Special Agents (Tucson) 
1 — Intelligence Research Specialist (Tucson) 
1 — Investigative Analysts 

Total Personnel to be deployed = 77 

*As outlined in the Houston GRIT assessment it is STRONGLY recommended that 
personnel considered for this deployment, especially special agents, have some 
fluency in Spanish. Their effectiveness will be extremely limited if they cannot 
converse at even a basic level in Spanish. It is also strongly recommended that the 
Intelligence Research Specialists and Investigative Analysts considered for this 
deployment be trained and well-versed in link analysis systems, N-Force/N-Quire, 
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Travel `.,1.617,521.00 

FedEx/Commercial Mail 

I 2500 1 Other Service 
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and have experience working with agencies such as DEA, CPB and ICE as well as 
with EPIC. 

Training of Personnel 

The Phoenix Field Division will provide a day of orientation training for all GRIT 

detailecs. This training will be general and series specific in order to ensure maximum 
effectiveness for the target audience. This training is currently being conducted in the 

Phoenix Field Division for the new personnel assigned to the field division under 

"Gunrunner-  funding so a well-established training program exists. Furthermore this 

training has received very high marks from the new employees who strongly believe it 

has provided them a much needed in-depth background on the issue of firearms 

trafficking along the SWB. Project "Gunrunner", Mexican DT() related violence, recent 

trends in firearms and explosives trafficking, and A.TE's abilities and available resources 

to combat this trafficking and violence. etc. This training also includes briefings by 

Phoenix personnel currently involved in large-scale firearms trafficking investigations, 

explosives investigations related to Mexico, etc. It also includes a briefing by Phoenix 

EEO personnel who have been detailed repeatedly to Mexico to deal with the growing 

issue of military ordnance and commercial explosives thefts. Finally, this training 

includes briefings by the ATE Division Counsel, the USA() and Arizona Attorney 

General's office on the legal issues involved in investigating and prosecuting firearms 

trafficking and firearms related violence in Arizona. both at the Federal and State level. 

Long Term Goals 

This plan has been crafted in a manner where the GRIT can be implemented 

within the PFD. but upon completion of the GRIT. a strong and lasting foundation of 
criminal enforcement and industry operations relationships will remain for the PFD to 

continue these regulatory and enforcement efforts. The Phoenix Field Division currently 

enjoys an outstanding relationship with its Federal. State. Tribal and Local law 

enforcement peers and it is expected that this GRIT deployment will only further enhance 
this relationship. The deployment of ATF special agents to Sierra Vista and Nogales. 

Arizona has long been sought by these law enforcement peers and will present an 

outstanding opportunity to showcase ATVs unique expertise and experience in 

combating firearms trafficking and firearms related violent crime. 

Estimated Funding Request 
Allocation SI,784,051.00 
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¶11,2(.X.).0() 

1 547 Agent Cashier • 	- 
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Performance Measures 

The nature of criminal investigative work makes the establishment of meaningful 
and measurable performance measures difficult. For example, establishing as a 
performance measure the number of straw purchasers or suspected firearms traffickers 
prosecuted is problematic in light of the fact that ATI' cannot directly control this 
outcome. Disrupting or dismantling Mexican drug trafficking organizations is likewise 
outside ATF's ability to control since the DTO's largely. operate outside the direct reach 
of LS. law enforcement authorities. Establishing as a measure of success a reduction in 
the number of firearms recovered in Mexico that are U.S. sourced is something, that is not 
likely to be realized during the GRIT deployment period and will only be achieved if 
sufficient resources continue to be dedicated to support the greater SWB violence 
reduction strategy. A reduction in the number of firearms traced from Mexico is also not 
a meaningful measurement of short term success since the total number of firearms 
currently in the custody of the Government of Mexico is unknown and progress with the 
GOlvt with regard to tracing all recovered firearms will only result in an increase of this 
potential measurement even if incidents of trafficked firearms is actually declining. 

However, it is essential that ATF establish some meaningful performance measures that 
are. linked to the GRIT strategy. Therefore, the Phoenix GRIT, using input from the 
Houston GRIT post-assessment. established and will track the following performance 
measures that are intended to gauge the impact this initiative has on disrupting firearms 
trafficking operations that support Mexican DT0s: 

The number of firearms trafficking investigations opened/closed during the 
surge period. 
The number of firearms trafficking defendants referred for prosecution. 
An increase in the number of referrals to the GOM and/or other U.S. law 
enforcement agencies. 
An increase in the number of firearms and other evidence recovered or seized 
hy ATE' or by other agencies acting on ATF information. 
A reduction in the number of firearms traces originating, from Mexico with a 
relatiNeely short - time to crime'', 
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Total Leads 

I The number of firearms an estimate prevented from being trafficked to 
Mexico. This estimate can be calculated as a result of a number of factors 
such as the number of firearms recovered in Mexico or interdicted at the 
border associated with known or suspected straw purchasers or traffickers; 
information obtained during interviews and investigations; the period of time 
that the trat ticker or straw purchaser was known (or suspected) to have 
operated andior expected to have continued operating had :NIT not intervened; 
number of established border crossings for a particular person of interest, 
physical evidence recovered (i.e. firearms, empty gun boxes, currency, 
purchase receipts, lists depicting guns to he purchased. etc.); other purchases 
associated with the person(s) of interest discovered as a result of inspections of 
PH_ records. etc. 

• The number of additional ETI_ inspections conducted and violations cited. 
• The number of criminal enforcement referrals made as a result of increased 

FFL inspections. 
• The number of licensees that received the ATF/NSSE "Don't Lie" program. 

and Project Gunrunner materials. 
• Estimated number of persons reached ;Asa result of ATI' licensee outreach 

programs. 

This repotting chart created and utilized by the Houston GRIT, will be adopted for use by 
the Phoenix GRIT. 

',:i'drArr,ititAtAirm;fr 

Number ut Leads Investigated 
Number of New Actual Criminal Cases Opened 
Number of Defendants Recommended for Prosecution 

Number of Referrals to the Gov. of Mexico and/or _other U.S. LE  Agencies  
Number of FirearmstOther Evidence Seized'Recovered by ATT or Other LE 
Agenc i es Acting on ATF Information 

I0 
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Number of FFL Inspections Initiated  
Number of FFL Inspections Completed  
FFL Adverse Actions Recommended: 

Number of Warning Letters/Warning Conferences 

Number of Revocations (Recommended by Division and Concurred by HQ) 
Number of Licenses Surrendered in Lieu of Revocation  

Remaining Inspections to be Completed  
Number of Criminal Enforcement Referrals Made by101s to ATF LE 

1 1 
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From: Kunio', aaniel-.1. 
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2010 8:53 PM 
To: McMahon, William G. 
Subject: Fw: Arms Trafficking in Mexico 

Fyi 
Just what we need.. .another high level meeting on arms trafficking 

ir** 

NOTICE: This electronic transmission is confidential and intended only for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. If you 
have received this transmission in error, please notify the sender by return e-mail and destroy this message in its entirety 
(including all attachments). 

From: Melson, Kenneth E. 
To: Hoover, William 34 Chait, Mark R.; Kumor, Daniel J. 
Sent: Fri Jul 23 20:46:35 2010 
Subject: FW: Arms Trafficking in Mexico 

FYI 

From: Pascual, Carlos (Mexico City) 
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2010 5:0 
To: Melson, Kenneth E.; jmortoi 	chs.gov; Lanny.Breuer1111.111. 
Cc: robert.gilbertallii; 	 . 1; Garcia, Anthony P (Mexico City); Feeley, John D (Mexico City); Mines, Keith W 
(Mexico City) 
Subject: Arms Trafficking in Mexico 

I just came out of a two and half hour review meeting with Guillermo Valdes, the head of CISEN, and our principal 
counterpart in coordinating the implementation of security programs in Mexico. One of the issues we both felt would 
be useful to pursue coming out of the meeting would be a high-level meeting on arms trafficking. We discussed specific 
measures that should help us quickly finalize the E-trace memorandum of understanding that has been kicking back and 
forth between ourselves and Mexico for far too many weeks. I hope that we can focus the meeting here in Mexico on 
specific cases we want to pursue, and the capabilities that need to be put in place in order to be able to effectively 
prosecute cases. It may also a good opportunity to review recent developments on the use of explosive devices such as 
the car bombing in Ciudad Juarez last week. I don't have the time yet for such a meeting, but it would probably be in the 
last half of August. I wanted to give you a heads up as soon as possible. If there are dates that would absolutely not work 
for you, let me know and I can try to make sure that we work around them. 

Thanks very much and best regards, 

Carlos 

SBU 
This email is UNCLASSIFIED. 
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From: 	ATF 

Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 9:04 AM 
To:1 	ATF • 	ATF 	I Price, AdLuTi R.; McMahon, Wi!hamC, Chait, Mark R. 
CC: Graham -Wyatt, Nina 
Subject: FW: No\.ember 17th Breakfast Meeting with the Director 
Attachments: November 17 2010 SWB Strategy Meeting Agenda Final.wpd 

From: Tsethlikai, Serra (USAEO) [maitto; 
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 20104:51 
To: [ ATF 
Subject: November 1 7th Breakfast Meeting with the Director 

He] Id 	ATF 

iust wanted to confirm again Director Melson's presence at the Border and immigration 
I. aw Issues SubC0111Mittee Meetinv: on November 17, 2010. Due to some 113:t? ted - 
scheduling changes, we have moved the place of the meeting and the start time of the 
meeting. 

New place: BICFN Uimi.Iding. bOO E Street NW, Room 9081 We are on the southwest 
corner of fi lh  and F. 

New Time: 	7:15 3.111. to 8:30 

apologi .te tor the changes ark 
inconvenience. 

y hope that they do not cause Director Mels.on any 

I am attaching a copy of the Subcommittee Meeting's :'\g'encia tor your convenience 

«November 11 2010 SWB Strategy Meeting Agenda Final.wpd5› 

if ou have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me a: 

'..;erra lvi. TAlltfikai 

Southwest Border and !inmigration Liaison 

Executive Office for United States A.ttornevs 
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Border and Immigration Law Issues Subcommittee 
Subcommittee Meeting 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 
600 E Street 
Room 9083 

Washington, DC 

WORKING SESSION AGENDA 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 

7:15 Greetings and Opening Remarks 
13 Dennis K. Burke, Chair of the Subcommittee 
United State Attorney 
District of Arizona 

7:15 - 7:40: ATF - Project Gunrunner 
a Kenneth Melson, Director 
aWilliam Hoover, Executive Assistant Director 
aMark Chait 

ATF 

7:40 - 8:05: FBI - Public Corruption Along the Border 
aDavid Cardona, Deputy Assistant Director 
aDan H. Evans, Acting Section Chief Public Corruption 
aAlan Vitkowsky 
aRichard Denholm, Unit Chief Public Corruption 

8:05 - 8:30: DEA - Cartel Strategy, T3s, Strike Forces and Future of Mexico 
a SOD Representative 
a Chief of Ops or Mexico 
a 

8:30 Meeting Adjourns 
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Executive Summary of 
"U.S. Firearms Trafficking to Mexico: New Data and Insights Illuminate Key 

Trends and Challenges" by Colby Goodman and Michel Marizco 

Majority of Seized Weapons from U.S.:  The vast majority (80-90%) of firearms seized in 
Mexico come from the United States. A significant increase in the firearms data Mexico has 
submitted to ATF for tracing has confirmed this fact. From December 2006 to February 2010, 
Mexico seized an estimated 80,000 firearms. As of May 2010, ATF had received and inputted 
information on 69,808 firearms recovered in Mexico from 2007 to 2009. Of these ATF 
determined about 62,800 (90%) came from the United States. While some 10,000 firearms were 
not submitted for tracing, even if not a single one of those were from the U.S. the overall 
percentage of firearms coming from the U.S. would still be 79% (62,800/80,000). 

Small Percentage Traced to First Purchaser:  Unfortunately, while it is relatively easy for 
ATF to determine whether a firearm came from the U.S., it often requires more data to be able to 
trace the firearm to its first purchaser. Of the estimated 18,406 U.S. firearms recovered in 
Mexico in 2009, Aft-' was only able to trace 4,999 (27%) to the first purchaser. One reason is 
that Mexican authorities often leave off their trace requests the import stamp number from AK-
47 variants (since the number is not required on internal Mexican judicial case files), which U.S. 
officials need to trace weapons imported into the United States from other countries. Another 
difficulty is associated with AK-47 part kits imported into the United States with no markings on 
the parts to indicate they have been imported. 

AK-47 and AR- 15 are Weapons of Choice:  While there is a wide range of U.S.-origin 
firearms seized in Mexico, including grenades and shotguns, assault rifles are the most sought-
after and widely used by Mexican DT0s. They give the criminals far superior fire power to that 
of state and municipal police. The top two categories of firearms purchased in the U.S. and 
confiscated in Mexico are Romanian AK-47 type rifles and Bushmaster AR-15 clones. Many 
are purchased in the U.S. in a semi-automatic configuration and converted to fire as select fire 
machine guns. In 2009, Mexico seized a total of more than 4,400 firearms that have the same 
calibers as these two weapons. 

Straw Purchases Commonplace:  A common scheme to acquire firearms is the use of several 
"straw purchasers" and brokers. Straw purchasers are U.S. citizens or residents authorized to 
purchase firearms in the U.S. and earn $100-$500 per firearm that they deliver to a broker, who 
then delivers the weapons to a managing broker. More complex schemes, involving a greater 
number of purchasers and brokers, serve to hide traffickers' identities and avoid prosecution. An 
AK-47 south of the border will command 3-4 times its purchase price ($400) in the U.S. Further 
south, say in Oaxaca, the same AK-47 can be sold for $2000-$4000 above the purchase price, an 
indication of the relative lack of firearms coming into Mexico across its southern border. 
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Firearms are regularly trafficked into Mexico by commercial or private vehicles in batches of 5- 
10, often zip-tied to the frame of the automobile, or inside boxes of detergent. Texas, California, 
and Arizona are the most common source states for firearms seized in Mexico, though the 
average "time-to-crime" from first purchase is 15.7 years for these weapons, so there could be a 
difference in which U.S. states account for the most firearm purchases in the last three to five 
years. 

Bilateral Cooperation Has Increased:  Mexico and the U.S. have increased cooperation in 
interdiction, tracing, and prosecution of gun cases. GOM firearm seizures have increased from 
an average of 10,000 in 2005 and 2007 to an average of over 30,000 in 2008 and 2009. In 
October 2009 the GOM submitted for tracing a batch of 60,000 firearms seized over previous 
years. Tens of thousands of trace requests have been submitted so far in 2010. The U.S. has 
increased investigations and prosecutions and achieved hundreds of convictions in firearms 
trafficking cases. The U.S. has increased the number of weapons seized in southbound 
inspections. The U.S. has also increase cooperation in the form of training and equipment for the 
GOM, including delivering four Integrated Ballistics Identification Systems (IBIS) to give 
Mexico digital imaging capability on firearms information. 

Recommendations:  The authors recommend the following to further curb arms trafficking: 
• Increase funding for ATF programs and staff along the border and in Mexico. 
• Increase funding to place ATF agents in Guadalajara, Hermosillo, and Nuevo Laredo to 

deal with firearms seized in Michoacan, Sinaloa, Tamaulipas and Jalisco. 
• Encourage State Attorneys General to bring charges against individuals engaged in straw 

purchasing based on state laws related to "fraudulent schemes." 
• Expand to more cities on the border the campaign "Don't Lie for the Other Guy" that 

educates people on the illegality of straw purchasing. ATF could devote more staff 
working to enforce the law against straw purchasing and add a phrase to form 4473 about 
the illegality of transferring firearms to Mexico without a license. 

• Require notification to U.S. authorities when an individual buys multiple military-style 
firearms in a short period of time. Current law requires such notification for handguns. 

• Increase ATF staff devoted to inspections of U.S. gun stores along the border. 
• Create methods for ATF to fine gun stores and enforce the ban on import into the U.S. of 

semi-automatic assault rifles. 
• Ensure import markings are placed on AK-47 part kits imported into the U.S. 
• Require background checks and sales records retention by private sellers (i.e. at gun 

shows) and also by gun stores for ammunition purchases. 
• Increase quality of southbound license plate readers (i.e. to distinguish "8s" from "Bs"). 
• Infrastructure that prevent vehicles from speeding across the border to evade inspection. 
• Increase random southbound inspections following gun shows along the U.S. border. 
• Mexico should increase timeliness and completeness of firearms tracing requests. 
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From: McMahon, William G. 
Sent: Tuesday, December 21, 2010 11:21 AM 
To: Newell, William D. 
Subject: RE: simple numbers on F&F recoveries 

10-4 thanks. 

William G. McMahon 
Deputy Assistant Director (West) 
Office of Field Operations 

From: Newell, William D. 
Sent: Tuesday, December 21, 2010 11:21 AM 
To: McMahon, William G. 
Subject: Fw: simple numbers on F&F recoveries 

For what it's worth and since I don't like the perception that we allowed guns to "walk", I had 	ATF ; pull the numbers 
of the guns recovered in Mexico as well as those we had a direct role in taking off here in the US. Almost all of the 350 
seized in the US were done based on our info and in such a way to not burn the wire or compromise the bigger case. The 
guns purchased early on in the case we couldn't have stopped mainly because we weren't fully aware of all the players at 
that time and people buying multiple firearms in Arizona is a very common thing. 

NOTICE: This electronic transmission is confidential and intended only for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. If you 
have received this transmission in error, please notify the sender by return e-mail and destroy this message in its entirety 
(including all attachments). 

From:; 	ATF 
To: 
Sent: Thu Dec 16 19:22:42 2010 
Subject: simple numbers on F&F recoveries 
Sir, 

I can make thls more grand tomorrow if you wish but right now by my count; 

• Firearms recovered in Mexico = 241 

• Firearms recovered in the USA = 350 

Thanks, 

AT F 
Group Supervisor 
Phoenix Group VII 
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From: Kurnor, Daniel J. 
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2011 8:32 AM 
To: McMahon, William G. 
Subject: Re: Grand Juries Indict 34 Suspects in Drug and Firearms Trafficking Organization 

10-4 
Can I fwd to the Mex Embassy? 

.***.** 

NOTICE: This e-mail message and any attached files are intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) named above in 
connection with official business. This communication may contain Controlled Unclassified Information that may be 
statutorily or otherwise prohibited from being released without appropriate approval. Any review, use, or dissemination of 
this e-mail message and any attached file(s) in any form outside of ATF or the Department of Justice without express 
authorization is strictly prohibited. 

From: McMahon, William G. 
To: Kumor, Daniel J. 
Sent: Tue Jan 25 08:27:57 2011 
Subject: Fw: Grand Juries Indict 34 Suspects in Drug and Firearms Trafficking Organization 

Dan, 

I left you a voice mail on your cell. Here is the draft press release I mentioned. 

Bill 

******* 

NOTICE: This e-mail message and any attached files are intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) named above in 
connection with official business. This communication may contain Controlled Unclassified Information that may be 
statutorily or otherwise prohibited from being released without appropriate approval. Any review, use, or dissemination of 
this e-mail message and any attached file(s) in any form outside of ATF or the Department of Justice without express 
authorization is strictly prohibited. 

From: Newell, William D. 
To: McMahon, William G.; Chait, Mark R. 
Sent: Tue Jan 25 08:08:28 2011 
Subject: Fw: Grand Juries Indict 34 Suspects in Drug and Firearms Trafficking Organization 

FYI - DRAFT press release. 

itick*.** 

NOTICE: This e-mail message and any attached files are intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) named above in 
connection with official business. This communication may contain Controlled Unclassified Information that may be 
statutorily or otherwise prohibited from being released without appropriate approval. Any review, use, or dissemination of 
this e-mail message and any attached file(s) in any form outside of ATF or the Department of Justice without express 
authorization is strictly prohibited. 

From: Tarango, Manuel (USAAZ) 
To: Burke, Dennis (USAAZ) ; Cunningham, Patrick (USAAZ) ; Sherwood, Robert (USAAZ) ; STEVENAZCAIIIIIIIN; 
Ramey, Jenna (USAAZ) ; Gwinn, Laura (CRM) ; Sanchez, Ramona F. (DEA-US) ; McCormick James P; Picard, Vincent M ; 
Mangan, Thomas G.; Newell, William D.; Allen, Matthew C ; MTarango11111111. 
Sent: Mon Jan 24 20:29:51 2011 
Subject: Grand Juries Indict 34 Suspects in Drug and Firearms Trafficking Organization 
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All, below is the final proposed press release for tomorrow's press conference. It will not be made public until 
the press conference at 10AM MTS. Please let me know if there are any items I need to correct. 

Thanks 

Office of the United States Attorney, Dennis K. Burke 

District of Arizona 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Public: Affairs 

Tuesday, January 25,2011 	MANNY TARANGO 

Telephone: 411111111.1, 

all: umolly 

Grand Juries Indict 34 Suspects in Drug and Firearms Trafficking Organization 

Multi-Agency task force rounds up defendants accused of illegal gun purchases, money laundering and 
conspiracy 

PHOENIX — Grand juries have returned multi-count indictments in two cases against 28 defendants accused of 
assisting a Mexican Drug Trafficking Organization with illegally trafficking firearms from the United States to 
Mexico. 

Beginning earlier this morning, a multi-agency law enforcement task force rounded up and arrested 20 
defendants named in the 53-count: ATF ;indictment, which was unsealed today. More than 100 officers were 
involved in that operation. 

In parallel cases, another 14 people have been charged with gun-trafficking crimes in the District of Arizona 
under a series of grand jury indictments that have been recently handed down or unsealed. Defendants in those 
cases are pending trial. 

"Our office is committed to stopping the illegal flow of guns into Mexico," said Dennis K. Burke, U.S. 
Attorney for the District of Arizona. "The massive size of this operation sadly exemplifies the magnitude of the 
problem -- Mexican Drug Lords go shopping for war weapons in Arizona." 

Thei ATF 'indictment alleges that from approximately September 2009 to December of 2010, the defendants 
conspired to purchase hundreds of firearms, including AK-47s, to be illegally exported to Mexico. Defendants, 
none of whom are licensed firearms dealers, acted as "straw purchasers" by falsely declaring that they were 
buying the weapons for themselves. AK-47's are considered the "weapon of choice" for Mexican Drug 
Trafficking Organizations. 

BREUER QUOTE 

"This investigation is further proof of the relentless efforts by Mexican drug cartels, especially the Sinaloa 
Cartel, to illegally acquire large quantities of firearms in Arizona and elsewhere in the U.S. for use in the 
ongoing Mexican drug war," said Bill Newell, Special Agent in Charge of the ATF Phoenix Field Division. 
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This investigation is also further proof that the 'straw purchase' of fireamis continues TO be a significant - 
problem and that those individuals that knowingly falsify ATF firearms forms in order to supply Mexican drug 
cartels with firearms have as much blood on their hands as the criminals that use them." 

Firearms traffickers often use "straw purchasers" to buy guns from licensed dealers. It is illegal for a purchaser 
to falsely declare they are buying firearms for themselves when in fact they are obtaining them for someone 
else. 

The operations were conducted by a multi-agency task force through the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement 
Task Force (0CDETF). The principal mission of the OCDETF program is to identity, disrupt and dismantle the 
most serious drug trafficking, weapons trafficking and money laundering organizations, and those primarily 
responsible for the nation's illegal drug supply. 

The grand jury indictments are the result of a multi-agency investigation involving the United States Attorney's 
Office for the District of Arizona, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement, Internal Revenue Service, the Drug Enforcement Administration, the Department of 
Agriculture and the Phoenix Police Department. 

"The Phoenix OCDETF Strike Force reflects the kind of collaborative law enforcement approach that 
positions us best to combat the Mexican Cartels responsible for the scourge of international drug trafficking and 
the associated violence, firearms trafficking, money laundering and corruption," said DEA Acting Special 
Agent-in-Charge, Doug Coleman. "This multi-agency Strike Force, which helped identify and dismantle key 
operatives of a violent criminal organization and remove large amounts of its arsenal, is a proven law 
enforcement tool for tackling the challenges we face along the Southwest Border." 

"Greed is the financial investigators friend. It allows us to track the financial transactions involved with illegal 
business operations and ferret out the individuals involved," said IRS Assistant Special Agent-in-Charge, 
Gabriel Gurcham. "Through the cooperative efforts of the agencies involved with the OCDETF Strike 
Force and the United States Attorney's Office, agents documented the transactions of this organization. In one 
example the indictment indicates seven individuals allegedly spent approximately $ 104,251 in cash at various 
Phoenix area firearms dealers to acquire 140 firearms. The organization utilized straw purchasers to conceal 
the true buyer and source of the funds used to acquire these weapons." 

TheLA_ TF indictment alleges one count of Conspiracy, one count of Dealing in Firearms without a License, one 
count of Conspiracy to Distribute Marijuana, two counts of Possession with Intent to Distribute Marijuana, one 
count of Conspiracy to Possess a Firearm in Furtherance of a Drug Trafficking Offense, 35 counts of Making a 
False Statement in Connection with the Acquisition of Firearms, one count of Conspiracy to Commit Money 
Laundering and 11 counts of Money Laundering. 

The Flores indictment alleges one count of conspiracy and 17 counts of making a false statement during the 
purchase of a firearm. This indictment includes 8 individuals that made multiple "straw purchases". 

The Broome indictment alleges 1 count of conspiracy and 13 counts of making a false statement during the 
purchase of a firearm. This indictment includes four defendants that were involved in multiple "straw 
purchases" involving approximately 58 firearms. 

The Aguilar indictment alleges 1 count of an individual making a false statement during the purchase of a 
firearm. 

The Abarca indictment alleges 6 counts of making a false statement during the purchase of a firearm. The 
indictment alleges the defendant was involved in multiple "straw purchases" involving approximately 13 
firearms of which 6 were AK 47 type weapons. 
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The maximum penalties for certain of the most serious counts include: 

• S United States Code S' 	924(a)t ;(A); False Statements in Connection with the Acquisition Code. 
of Firearms 5',  N in prison , a $250,00 fine _l_nd/or both; Counts 7-41 of thd ATF lindictmcnt 

• I S United States Code, Section 924: Conspiracy to Possess a Firearm in Furtherance of a Drug 
Trafficking Offense 20 yrs in prison a S250J.X.)0 -ir-td/or both; Count 6 of the ATE ) . ndictincrit 

• 18 United States Code, Section 371; Conspiracy; 5vrs in prison, a .S250,00 fine and/or both; Count 
of the ATF indictment (the objects of the conspiracy are alleged to he making false statements to acquire 
fircardiuiffrder to deal in firearms without a license and in the course of dealing without a license. transporting 
and shipping firearms out of the United States.) 

In determining an actual sentence. the United States District Judge will consult the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines, 
which provide appropriate sentencing, ranges. The judge, however, is not bound by those guidelines in 
determining a sentence. 

An indictment k simply the method by which a person is charged with criminal activity and rakes no inference 
of guilt. An individual is presumed innocent until competent evidence is presented to a jury that establishes 
guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. 

These cases are being prosecuted by the United States Attorney's Office for Arizona and by Trial Attorney 
Laura Gwinn of the Department of Justice's Criminal Division's Gang Unit. 

CASE NUMBER: 

RELEASE NUMBER: 2011-.XXX 

# ft 

For more information on the U.S. Attorney's Office. District of Arizona, visit 

J. Manny Tarango 

United States Attorney's Office 

District Of Arizona 

40 N. Central Avenue, Suite 1200 

Phoenix. AZ 85004 
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Charlie Smith 
ASAC 
Dallas Field Division 

From: Smith, Charles E. 
Sent: Friday, December 17, 2010 7:01 PM 
To: Needles, James R. 
Subject: FW: 

FYI 

From: Cook, Glen W. 
Sent: Friday, December 17, 2010 2:14 PM 
To: Smith, Charles E. 
Cc: Cook, Glen W. 
Subject: 

Charlie, 

I advised AUSA Russ Leachman through SAs.Steve Hall and Curtis Williams to provide me with 
a Grand Jury Subpoena for RAC David Roth and Holly in Phoenix to obtain the required 
evidence needed in our investigation here. AUSA Leachmnan has now advised the AUSA in 
Phoenix that the ATF agents here need access to the case in Phoenix since the ATF Phoenix 
office refuses to provide us with the evidence. 

I wish that Leachman would have given those subpoenas to me but if the AUSA in Phoenix 
refuses to comply then maybe Phoenix should start preparing their explanations for the way 
that they conducted their straw purchase cases there. They should probably hire a media 
expert anyway to assist them in explaining the 2000 firearms and the possible connection in 
the murder of the Border Patrol Agent. 

Thanks, 

Glen 
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From: Tabullo, David 
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2010 2:53 PM 
To: Sonnendecker, Mark 
Subject: RE: UI 785120-10-0015 

I just added so more source docs on ATF 1 

From: Sonnendecker, Mark 
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2010 12:51 PM 
To: Tabulio, David 
Cc:[ 	ATF 

Subject: RE: UI 785120-10-0015 

Dave — 

Thanks so much. I was able to get all the info. We appreciate it! I think for now we can stand down on trying to see 

where the guns are, unless Hope has other thoughts. 

Thanks again, 

Mark Sonnenclocker 
Special Agent 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives 
Phoenix Field Division - Group VII 
1111111.11111.111 

From: Tabullo, David 
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2010 11:32 AM 
To: Sonnendecker, Mark 
Subject: RE: UI 785120-10-0015 

Mark, 

All those documents you speak of are in NFORCE under source file. I will give you access so that you can look at them. 

As far as the guns in questions, we do not have them in custody. Long story short, BP conducted a traffic stop on these 

guys and were not able to find anything on them in order to seize the weapons. However, BP was able to document the 

weapons. The weapons are gone, my suspicions are they are still w/ the suspect or they have crossed over into MX. 

111111111111111(the driver) has over 90+ border crossings. 

If need be, LC II can go talk to 	 and ascertain where the guns are at. However, that would probably blow a 

hole in the Phx. case. 

From: Sonnendecker, Mark 
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2010 9:32 AM 
To: Tabullo, David 
Subject: UI 785120-10-0015 

Dave — 

I hope all is well on your end. Things up here in Phoenix and the Fast and the Furious case are still rocking and rolling. 

Hopefully by the end of the summer at the latest we can arrest these clowns. Speaking of that case, the boss LATF1 

asked that I reach out to you and see if you can get us a copy of one of your reports. Under the Ul above, it references a 

Border Patrol seizure of several firearms that have a relation to some of the suspects in this case. Can you do me a huge 
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favor? Can you forward me a copy of your ROI and all the attachments (USBP report, driver license for ATF etc.? We 

are starting to put together seizure books for the USA() here in Phoenix and want to let them know of all known 

seizures. 

Also, can I be a huge pain in the ass? Is it possible to take photos of the firearms and the serial numbers? If you have an 

off-site vault or it is a monster pain, don't worry about it. 

I don't know what will be easier for you — scanning the documents and emailing them or just photocopying and mailing 

them to us. If you opt to mail, can you send it to the DEA office? Here's the address: 

ATF SA Mark Sonnendecker (4 th  floor) 

3010 2 nd  St., Suite 100 

Phoenix, AZ 85012 

Thanks Dave. If you need anything from up here, don't hesitate to let me know. I'll get it done for you. 

Mark Sonnendecker 
Special Agent 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives 
Phoenix Field Division - Group VII 
=MIME 
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From: 1 	ATF 

Sent: Tuesday, Juls 20, 2010 1 :36 PM 

To: Sonnendeeker, Mark 
Subject: FW: Solicitud OEPA/047/2010 
Attachments: DICTAMEN-BALISTICA NAVOJOA.PDF; ASEGURAMIENTO DE ARSENAL.. EN 

NA VOJOA..doc. 

Importance: High 

is the Spnisil (l`...1 ,-:-'ocar:)docur...;ent I wai; spe 	rg 

From: Newell, William D. 
Sent: Friday, July 16, 2010 10:34 AM 
To: [ 	ATF 
Subject: FIN: Solicitud OEPA/047/2010 
Importance: High 

ATF 

This was a wi .mre in Navoca. Sonora on jul -y-  4. It wasn't in eTrace yet so asked INEND•o get me the ino. 

The Sonoran PGR office report Is attached listing all the firearms data, a iz - rle hard to read hut you c a n make it 

out. Just curious ;f any of the Fast and Friji;OLLS firearITIS are there. 

Bill N,2koll 
SpoksirJ1 Ans_ in Chargk- 
B u yeau of Alcohol, 1h3;:- co, 	 arid Explc. ,- i 

Fichi 	 Asii.4)na and Nev.; Mekico) 
(ATP, 

From:=IMMIIM 
Sent: Friday, lily 16, 2010 9:18 AM 
To: Newell, William D. 
Subject: FW: Solicitud CEPA/0.47/2010 
Importance: High 

Bill, aqui te man& la informacion que me solicitaste con reTecto a an asegoramiento en Navojoa. Son. El dia 4 
de Julio de 2010. 

From: 
Sent: 	 16: 2c:10 	AM 
To: 
Subject: RV: Solicitud CEPA/047/2010 
Importance: High 

pgr.gob.rnx 

Titulat de la Oficina de Enlace de PGR 
Phoenix Ari7ona 
201 E WASHINGTON ST 
SE! 	44440 PHOENIX k..L 
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De: 
Envlado 
Para: 
Asunto: RV: Solicitud OEPA/047 ,2010 

ueves. 15 de :ulio de 2010 05:57 pm. 

Estimado 

Adjunto te envio el dictamen solicitado, asi como la tarjeta generada con motivo de este asunto. 

Quedo al pendiente para cuando se defina la del curso. 

Saludos cordiales 

Atte 

'Toda ta r:ormaer .:o os'o 	asi cento axruenida or kps docurnes:ts q ■de s aunc so orcuentra clasificada ::.ortorme a le oriayslo or los arlicules 13 
1racciiones L 1V. 14 'racCioneS iii y IV y 18 'foxier:11de la Ley Fodefa: cia Transparencla y Acdese a ra Irformacien Pca Gueernamemal or !e4acien car to 
dispuesto en les linearlieri:os Generates care Is dasifkacian y :Jusciaseicarier de la informacion de as deRendenclas y entidades de la Acrninistracion rLiOca 
GLibeframoi emilidos or el Plano del InsJI:xo Federal de Acciaso a la In'ormacler PLID6C-3. puelicados or ed 0 0.F 64 18 do acidsto de de 2003 asi came a 
as Roc-ern:en:dec.:ores pars a afgarizacier y corson:acien de corrode elecriraricos instra.:cioneJes de as dc-iderdercias y entidades de Is Administracitir PUblica 
Fedora;. erni!ica oar el institute sei' wade y puejlcadas at 10 de lebrero en e4 D 0.F 2009" 

Estimado Licenciado, que gusto de volver a escribitie, aunque sea solicitandole su auxNo para obtener informacion, le 
cornento que su servdor ha estado fuera del pals y del continente oar tin mes y una semana, motivo par el cual no habia 
imnido la oportunidad de saludarla, sin embargo astoy preparando un curso de especialistas en desactivacion y 
reconocimiento de artefactos explosivos caseros, para el personal de PGR y arcs en el estado de Sonora, en cuanto se 
concrete me pondre en contacto con usteci nuevamente. 

Par otro lado le quena pedir de favor si se me pudiera proporcionar una Tarjeta informativa y el dictarnen pericial de as 
amias aseguradas en un evento el dia 4 de 3ullo 2010 en el Municlpfo de Nayooa,  Son., de2ns,,te elementos del 
ejencito al revlsar un vehlcuk) pick up chevrolet 
encontraron 25 fusites ti1,0 AK 47 entre otras cosas. 

Sin mas par el momenta le envio tin cordial saludo. 

Oficina de Enlace de PciR 

Phoenix Ari7ona. 

201 U W AS H 1N(n - ON ST. 

(..),().# 

-70da La r:11:: -maien de este correo asi coma la xlmenida an los deo:J(118(1os quo so adjuntan. se  en:duel-11ra claseicacia con1or:ne a io oreJ.As:n $0 be :41'1k:1320S 1.3 
‘raccionas fracciones i ill y JV y 18 framer de la Ley Federal de Transparencia y Ames° a le lnlonne0on Pihitca Gtidefrarnemal or rel,wier nor ii 

dispueVo or 100 L.1r.eornientos Gererales para a dasificacx)n y desciaslicacier de la Inlormacier de as der:ercercias y entic Wes de la Acrn:ris': scidr ?ublica 
Guroefnarrlema! one:ides oar o: Pero del Irs01irso F ederal Ac:?:6so a te ir.`ortiai --1er Fuelia. auollcadas or el D.O.F at 18 de agcsta de de 2CO3. Sii d,orne a 
as 	 .3ara :a organIzacidr y corservccf. 	, eos eiiy..7!fanieds rca cirnae.s a--c las dec.ot. 	 y emidade5, d 9 la AcrniFis::-aclor Pka 
FetleraLaacorIcr 	 SGA ainCO • duelicadas al 10 co 'etrerc en 4.44 DO F 

T.:14,-.1a Lii•r 	 (?C.e 	 c-c 	docur-be,, icrs cuo sit adjun Lln. so .orc.L.3,-, 'za clasacacic cor `or 	a le ore s:sjo or IDS Af'.1 ,-4iLJS 13 
raccior.es i 	'race.icres I 	̀racc:or,  II de la Ley Federal de Trersoarerda y Accesn 	 Pixik:41 3L:5erranc,f7a] or.  re.lil.c.16r, car to 
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dispuesto en los Lineamiemos Generates para la clasificacien y clasclasificacion de la informacion de las dependencies y entidades de la Administret.ito POblica 
Gubernamental, emitidos par el Pleno del Institut° Federal de Acceso a la InformaciOn Pablica, publicados en el D.O.F. el 18 de agosto de de 2003, asl como a 
las Recomendaciones para a organizacien y conservaciOn de c:orreos electrenicos institucionales de las dependencies y entidades de la AdministraciOn PUblica 
Federal, emitida por el Institut° sehalado y publicadas el 10 de febrero en el D.O.F. 2009" 

"Toda la informacion de este correo aslcomo la contenida en los documentos quo se adjuntan, se encuentra clasificada conforms a lo previsto en los articulos 13 
fracciones I, IV, 14 fracciones I, Ill y IV y 18 fracci6n II de la Ley Federal de Transparencia y Acceso a la Informacien PUblica Gubernamental, en relacien con lo 
dispuesto on los Lineamientos Generates para la clasificacion y desclasIfIcacien de la informed& de las dependencies y entidades de la AdministraciOn POblica 
Gubernamental, emitidos por el Pleno del Institut° Federal de Acceso a la Informacien Publica, publicados on el D.O.F. el 18 de agosto de de 2003, asi coma a 
las Recomendaclones para la organizadon y conservaciOn de correos electronicos Institucionales de las dependencies y sr:Wades de la Administracian Publica 
Federal, emitida par el Institut° senalado y publIcadas el 10 de febrero en el D.O.F. 2009" 
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